


These pages The house has been designed according to three pavilion-style spaces so that light and garden are accessible on all sides. The dining area, which 
opens onto the rear pool, features a table from Graham Geddes Antiques with Cassina ‘Cab’ chairs from Mobilia. Candleholder by Sarah Nedovic Gaunt. 

‘Pillar’ display bowl from The Cool Hunter. Pot plant from Kellock Pots & Planters. Sally Knibbs, design director of Sally Caroline, selected a layered palette of 
neutrals for the interior styling and loose furniture including the French carved-limestone pedestal table from Parterre. Tall ‘Tulip’ vase in Indian marble from 
Florabelle Living. Plaster wall light from Anna Charlesworth and pair of antique sconces imported from Italy. ‘La Roche’ tumbled pavers from Eco Outdoor.

Garden aspects imbue this 
Melbourne home with poetic 

gradients of light.
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T
here can be a temptation in Australia to try and 
maximise the size of the average residential back 
garden by creating a literal indoor-outdoor 
connection with a glass division that can, 
unfortunately, result in “one big blast of light”, 

observes Ed Glenn, design principal and director of Powell & 
Glenn. So, for this Melbourne home, the idea was to welcome in 
light but to ensure it was tempered by filtering it through a series 
of garden experiences on the ground floor. 

This was achieved with a floor plan consisting of three pavilion-
like spaces imbued with light from three directions: the front, side 
and rear. The footprint is bookended by two wings, linked by a 
passage lined in textured limestone pavers that bleed into the 
kitchen. “We weren’t trying to bring the exterior in – we were 
trying to create gradients of atmospheric light rather than just one 
big wash,” says Ed. “The house is about transitioning and in-
between spaces with glimpses to other courtyards.” 

Sally Knibbs, design director of Sally Caroline, who was 
responsible for the furniture and objects, says this informed the 
whole decorative scheme, right down to the outdoor settings. 
“Powell & Glenn are masters of light and garden aspects so we 
wanted our clients to really be able to enjoy the vistas,” says 
Sally. “The selections were about transitional spaces. It was 
important to treat the loggia and rear terrace as extensions of the 
interiors and consider them as outside rooms.”  »

These pages The interior architecture was designed with a combination of contemporary lines and traditional features such as classic wainscoting. Anna 
Charlesworth pendant light. Custom mirror by Sally Caroline. The custom oak console with rattan door fronts by Powell & Glenn holds a hidden TV which 

pops up when in use. Murano vase from eModerno. ‘Camin Revisited’ custom sofa by Paolo Piva for Wittman. ‘Hestia’ occasional chair from Boyd Blue with 
cushions from Lucy Montgomery. Vintage Tabriz rug from Tribe Home. Owners’ own artwork. European oak floorboards from George Fethers & Co.
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«  Sally’s reach went as far as importing furniture from antique 
dealers and contemporary suppliers in Italy and Brazil to as close 
as commissioning pieces from craftspeople a few suburbs away. 
“Much in the same way as the architecture, we layered neutrals to 
cultivate a spirit of timelessness. The idea was to celebrate 
sculptural silhouettes,” she says. Woven rope armchairs, caramel 
leather upholstery and rattan furniture rest against a backdrop of 
lining boards, wainscoting and oak joinery.

Initially, the brief leaned towards a more classic look but early 
discussions led to the introduction of some cleaner architectural 
lines layered with softer features and dressings: period-inspired 
fireplaces, panelled kitchen cabinetry and even smaller fixtures such 
as the country style Perrin & Rowe pot filler. “They wanted the light 
and functionality that a contemporary house brings, but having 
spent time in older properties wanted the warmth and comfort of a 
traditional home,” says Clementine Jacobs, head of interiors at 
Powell & Glenn. “We introduced wall panelling and skirting boards 
but the new, full-height joinery we used to maximise the room didn’t 
lend itself to cornices. This meant striking the right balance between 
decorative finishes and fixtures with the internal architecture.” 
While the house is a new build, conceptually, the clients wanted to 
echo the character of the Victorian and Georgian street. 

From the entry foyer, the journey steers left towards a large 
multi-purpose sitting room that, while open-plan, “has a number 
of intimate functions within it,” says Clementine. “You can sit » 

This page, from top The kitchen and casual meals area is separated from the 
adjoining dining and family living by two columns. “They aren’t structurally 
necessary but they create definition – you can sit on the leather banquette 

and easily talk to someone in the kitchen,” says Ed. Painted in Dulux ‘Whisper 
White’ and ‘Irish Moor’, the joinery features ‘Vauxhall’ satin nickel handles 
from RH. In the shelves above the splashback in Carrara Bianco from CDK 
Stone are objects from Kazari + Ziguzagu and Pépite and a small artwork 

painted by a friend and gifted to the owners. Brazilian bar stools from 1stdibs. 
Visual Comfort ‘Goodman’ pendant lamps by Thomas O’Brien. ‘La Roche’ 
pavers on floor from Eco Outdoor. Perrin & Rowe ‘Ionian’ bench-mounted 

kitchen tap from The English Tapware Company. Set in the splashback above 
the AGA oven, Perrin & Rowe pewter pot filler from The English Tapware 

Company. Opposite page Custom banquette and pedestal oak table by Sally 
Caroline. Billiani 1911 ‘W.’ chairs by Fabrizio Gallinaro from 1stdibs.
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This page, from top Flanking doors out to the garden, landscaped by Paul Bangay, are a small Jason Benjamin artwork and a Sidney Nolan work. 
The large front room has many opportunities within it such as the games table and the bar. Solid oak and walnut table with chess set from LuMu 
Studio. Custom marble, brass and concrete bar with fluted joinery in Dulux ‘Manifest’. ‘Drop’ bar stools from Heavens’ Gate. Black vessels on bar 
from Jardan. Apparatus ‘Cloud XL’ pendant light from Criteria. Wainscoting in Dulux ‘Whisper White’. Opposite page The study shares the front 

room as another intimate space within a space. Custom desk in natural leather by Made by Morgen. ‘Archibald’ chair by Jean-Marie Massaud for 
Poltrona Frau from Cult. ‘Fani’ lamp from Island Luxe. Custom joinery unit in American oak veneer with fluted detail and brass pulls from Pruskin 
Hardware. On shelves, bluestone vase from Kazari + Ziguzagu and Corbet ‘Kepler’ brass tray from Modern Times, white ceramic vessel with gold 

handles by Simone Karras from Pépite, ‘Flower Moss’ vase in Natural from Florabelle Living and ‘Trio’ candle holder from Studio Henry Wilson.
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This page Skargaarden ‘Saltö’ outdoor armchairs from Parterre. Marset standing lamp from Est Lighting. ‘Firefly’ pillar wall light from 
Nocturnal Lighting. Limestone hearth and surround. Opposite page, from top The walk-in robes feature different palettes with Powell & Glenn 

adopting a dark moody approach for ‘his’ and using timber veneer painted in Dulux ‘Teahouse’ and Pruskin Hardware ‘Hopscotch’ knobs. 
Custom bedhead by Sally Caroline made by Inform Upholstery + Design in Mokum ‘Duck Egg’ fabric from James Dunlop Textiles. Fringed 

cushion from Lucy Montgomery. Sophie Davies ‘Twister’ table lamp on the custom nightstand by Sally Caroline made by Joel Elliott.

«  and play chess at the games table, work from the corner study, or 
lounge on the sofa by the fireplace. Each program has its own 
setting.” In the corner, a dramatic bar with a smoky grey mirror and 
an Apparatus ‘Cloud’ pendant light unfolds onto the front courtyard.

A tiled passage runs through the heart of the house with services 
hidden along one side and a terrace running opposite before 
culminating in the rear kitchen that has been divided from the 
adjacent family and dining area by two columns and different floor 
treatments. “The idea was to give the whole back area intimacy and 
scale,” says Ed. “The columns aren’t structurally necessary but they 
create definition – you can sit on the leather banquette and easily 
talk to someone in the kitchen.” Just beyond is the pool and garden 
with the owners’ much-loved Argentinian grill. Upstairs, there are 
five generous bedrooms, each with their own ensuite.

Sally credits both the clarity of the brief and the strength of the 
architecture she “inherited” as the most significant inspiration for 
the furniture. “There was something classic and romantic about 
this home when we walked through it. The clients wanted the 
interiors scheme to reflect this but they also wanted it to feel fresh, 
a home base where their kids would want to be and bring their 
friends over to play. As for the front room, it’s where the adults 
have guests over for drinks, to watch a game or just celebrate with 
roaring dinner parties and dance until all hours.”  #  sallycaroline.
com; visioneer.com.au; paulbangay.com; powellandglenn.com.au

S P E E D  R E A D
» Designed by Powell & Glenn, the concept for this house involved a ground floor plan based on three pavilions 
surrounded by garden and courtyards. » Two wings on either end of the house are linked by a path of internal 
pavers. » Rather than blast the home with light from floor-to-ceiling windows, Ed Glenn, design principal and 

director of Powell & Glenn, says the aim was to create atmospheric gradients of light and considered sightlines 
to nature. » Sally Knibbs, director of Sally Caroline, was responsible for furniture and decorative elements, taking 
cues from the architecture to create a scheme that is “classic, but also fresh”. » Layering a mix of neutrals, Sally 

sourced pieces from Italy and Brazil in addition to custom furniture by talented local craftspeople.
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